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M~t and greet 
Craig Thompson, 
graphic novelist, speaks 
at UCF -SEE VARIETY,A9 
Halloween 
COMMUTERS 
CONTEND WITH UCF receives four grants 
ZOMBIES 
As if the ~r,ing commute wasn't 
odd enoug~ intrepid New Yorkers 
trying to ma lie their way to work on 
T~esday had to battle past hordes of 
the walking dead 
Two dozen zombies, their clothes 
spattered with fake blood, were 
staggering up and down the block 
outside Madison Square Garden. 
Downtown,others shuffled across 
th~ Brooklyn Bridge. 
Some pedestrians look€<! startled or 
amused by the ghost-white actors 
with bruised-looking eyes.Some 
people ignored them entirely. Others 
whipped out their cell phone 
\ cameras. 
\ \-~--
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m Breaking news on your cell 
Get UCF news sent to your cell 
phone. Just text the keyword 
UCFNEWS to 44636. 
AROUND CAMPUS,A2 
lATE KNIGHTS TO 
HOST HAlLOWEEN-
THEMED EVENT 
Grant program provides research funds 
MARISA RAMICCIO 
Contributing Writer 
Ten Florida universi-
ties, 45 proposed research 
projects and $2 million up 
for grabs were just some of 
the factors involved Oct. 1 
in the State University 
Research Commercializa-
tion Assistance Grants 
Program. 
The program, which is 
part of the New Florida 
Initiative, is a partnership 
that launched this year 
between the Florida Legis-
lature and Governor. 
Out of the 45 proposed 
projects, 21 were chosen to 
receive grants and four 
came from UCF. The Uni-
versity of Florida was also 
granted funding for four 
projects. 
"This is an outstanding 
pedestal for us to demon-
strate our prowess for 
doing top-level research 
and generating real-world 
Cutting d1own distractions 
utilizations of that 
research," said Joshua 
Bradford, a first year doc-
torate student and lab 
assistant for the College· of 
Optics and Photonics. 
"Not only can we do 
science for the sake of sci-
ence, but for the better-
ment of society as well." 
Three of UCF's four 
research projects may 
serve to better society in 
PLEASE SEE CANCER ON A5 
CFF ARCHIVE 
CREOL received two of the four grants UCF was given for research funding from 
the State University Research Commercialization Assistance Grants program. 
Policemake 
roomfornew 
station, offices 
UCF PD can now stretch legs 
STEVEN RVZEWSKI 
Contributing Writer 
Officer Will Stone used to have to pay a 
price for forgetfulness. With his office for the 
UCF Police Department's. Community Rela-
tions department located in the John T. Wash-
ington Center, he would have to make sure he 
forgot nothing when traveling back and forth 
from the old police station located off Libra 
Drive. 
Late Knights, a monthly event put 
on to involve students more 
heavily in campus activities, will be 
hosting a Halloween-themed 
event. It will include food, games 
and giveaways. 
RAMI ROTlfWIQ / CENTRAL FlORIDAfUTURE 
Sgt.Jorge Delahoz, left, liaison Charles Kane, SGA's Taylor Lochrane, Sen. Lee Constantine, Sgt. Kim Montes and Sgt. Troy Williamson. 
Sgt. Thoy Williamson wasn't able to take 
phone calls if someone else in his compact, 
former work space was already on the phone. 
Now that the UCF Police Department has a 
new station, those issues, and many others, 
have been alleviated. 
LOCAL & STATE, A2 
HOLE IN NUCLEAR 
PLANT CONTAINMENT 
BUILDING 
Florida Power & Light 
employees have found a hole in 
the steel liner of a nuclear 
reactor containment building at 
the Turkey Point plant near 
Homestead. 
CENTRAL FLA. 
SHERIFF CRACKS 
DOWN ON FAKE POT 
Synthetic marijuana is 
technically legal, but a central 
Florida sheriff says he plans to 
arrest retailers who sell it. The 
substance is typically sold at 
convenience stores. 
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Distracted driving campaign starts 
BRANDI BROXSON 
News Editor 
According to the National Highway 
Thaffic Safety Administration. last year 
5,474 people were killed in motor 
vehicle accidents that were report-
ed to have involved distracted driv-
ing. 
On Monday, the Student Gov-
ernment Association hoped to 
bring awareness to this issue by 
starting the "Put Down Ur Cell 
Fone" campaign outside of the 
Student Union. 
UCF PD, Florida Highway 
Patrol, Florida Safety Council, 
Florida Department of Thansporta-
tionand members of the UCF admin-
istration attended the event, which 
started at 10 a.m. and ended at 2 p.m. 
During the event, students had the 
opportunity to sign the distracted driv-
ing pledge, listen to guest speakers and 
learn about new technology that has been designed 
to help the issue. 
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"Now that we're in the same building as 
everybody else, it just makes our work a whole 
lot easier," Stone said. 
The police department invited the media in 
to show off its new facility Tuesday, using the 
day to highlight improvements over the old 
station. technology used to secure the build-
. ing and the ways the new station is more ener-
PLEASE SEE NEW ON A4 
Local band dua~ as 
students, musicians 
TIM FREED 
Contributing Writer 
In a dimly lit self-storage complex in Orlando 
on a warm October night, the thick air is filled 
with humidity and the sound of distorted electric 
~tars. Among the corridors of orange, metal 
roll-up doors, the local death metal band 
Abdomen Canvas holds a practice in a unit 
cramped with equipment, old couches and a 
giant American flag hanging from a wall 
Tanner lane makes it look easy as he pum-
mels his Yamaha drums at machine-gun speed 
As the band practice continues, lane's hands are 
a blur as he keeps time to songs such as ''Burial 
Feast'', ''Profane Exchange of Guilt'' and ''Varying 
Shades of Violence." Not only does the UCF jun-
ior marketing major write about half of the band's 
material, he also has an online finance class to 
keep up with. 
PLEASE SEE BAND ON A5 
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AROUND 
CAMPUS 
News and notices for 
the UCF community 
Late Knights presents 
'fright'-themed event 
The event, which will 
be held at Memory Mall 
on Saturday, is open for all 
students to attend. The 
food and other provided 
goods will be free of 
charge. 
Haunted Late Knights 
will take place from 9 p.m. 
to lam. 
Hall of fame awards banquet 
to honor alumni 
The UCF College of 
Business Administration 
will be inducting three 
alumni into its hall of 
fame. 
2010 inductees include 
George Gramatikas, Jeff 
Lagos and Jeff Lehman. 
The event will take 
place in the business 
administration building's 
atrium. Dinner will then 
be provided in the Cape 
Florida Ballroom of the 
Student Union. The din-
ner will be by invitation. 
The event will run from 
6 p.m. to 9:15 p.m. 
Rehearsal Hall to host solo 
percussion guest recital 
Directed by Thad 
Andereson and featuring 
Owen Weaver, the UCF 
Rehearsal Hall will be 
hosting a percussion guest 
recital event. 
The event will be held 
on Friday at 8 p.m. 
Admission is open to all 
students and local resi-
dents and is free of charge. 
The UCF Rehearsal 
Hall is located between 
the· Washington Center 
and the Burnett Honors 
College. 
LOCAL 
&STATE 
Keep local with headlines 
you may have missed 
Hole, corrosion found in 
protectivelayerofreactor 
MIAMI - FPL says the 
rusty, quarter-siz~d hole 
and a 30-inch section of 
corrosion were found 
Monday during an inspec-
tion while the reactor was 
shut down for refueling. 
The quarter-inch-thick 
liner is designed to pre-
vent any release of radia-
tion if the reactor fails. 
The company says the 
damage is being repaired 
and it did not affect the 
health of the public or the 
plant's workers. 
FPL says it has notified 
the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission of the "non-
emergency'' problem. 
Synthetic drug cited as imita-
tion of controlled substance 
BARTOW Polk 
County Sheriff Grady Judd 
said Tuesday that his 
agency will start busting 
retailers selling synthetic 
marijuana substances, typ-
ically marketed as incense 
or potpourri. 
They'll be charged with 
selling an imitation con-
trolled substance, a third-
degree felony. 
Judd complained that 
wholesalers have been 
telling retail stores it's 
legal to sell the substance, 
which when smoked pro-
vides a marijuana-like 
high. 
The substance is mar-
keted under the names 
"Spice," "K2" and others. 
Judge refuses to block Fla. 
campaign finance law 
TALLAHASSEE - A 
federal judge has refused 
to temporarily block 
enforcement of Florida's 
campaign finance law gov-
erning political action 
committees except for one 
relatively minor provision. 
U.S. District Judge 
Robert Hinkle issued an 
ordered dated Tuesday 
denying an injunction on 
the remaining provisions, 
including requirements to 
report contributions and 
spending, until he makes a 
final ruling in the case. 
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Brittany Lane, a senior,shops for dothing at the Conservatory Theatre's costume sale, which helped the department make money for new outfits. 
NEED A COSTUME? 
Out with the old, in 
with the new: 
Conservatory Theatre 
sells its old costumes 
BRANDI BROXSON 
News Editor 
Prom dresses, armor, Greek 
tunics, hats, ball gowns and sports 
gear filled the UCF Conservatory 
Theatre in its second annual cos-
tume Sale on Tuesday and 
Wednesday. 
The sale, open to the public, 
was a win-win for both students 
and the theater program. 
The sale gave students the 
opportunity to purchase one-of-a-
kind items at a low cost, and the 
theatre program was able to make 
room for future costumes in its 
storerooms. 
"This is a good way for us· to be 
able to give something to the 
campus and be able to keep serv-
ing our [theatre] students,'' said 
Dan Jones, costume shop manag-
er and theatre professor. 
Jones said the costume depart-
ment has been preparing for this 
sale ever since its first sale last 
October. Items that were too spe-
cific to use for future productions 
or items that wouldn't be used 
again were held on racks until the 
sale. 
The salesroom was divided 
into various sections for shoes, 
hats and accessories, and long 
racks filled with garments 
lined the middle of the room. 
Most of the items were · 
less than $25 with most 
being between $5-$10. 
Costumes from past 
shows such as 
Antigone, Pirates and 
The Chimes were 
among those sold. 
Jones estimated that 5 percent 
of the total costume stock was 
used in the sale. 
According to Jones, the money 
earned at the event goes directly 
back into the costume depart-
ment to help to pay for equip-
ment, supplies and costumes. 
Sophomore theatre major Alli-
son Shernoff volunteered at the 
event for her costume construc-
tion class. 
The cla~:; requires l)eri:-'W log 
volunteer hours every week 
Shernoff said that her hours 
Wf?uld usually be spent sewing or 
preparing costumes for upcoming 
shows but she chose to spend her 
hours on Wednesday at the cos-
tume sale to help with organizing. 
"Halloween costumes tend to 
be really expensive so its great 
that so many costumes that are· 
really unique are on sale for such 
a good price,'' Shernoff said. 
The costumes sold were origi-
nal pieces constructed by UCF 
theatre students. 
• 
Senior Whitney Melton, a the-
atre major, said that the sale also 
gives local high school theatre 
departments the opportunity to 
come and see how the theatre 
program works at UCF. 
Since all of the costumes sold 
are constructed by students in the 
program, Melton said that some 
students may find it hard to part 
with them. 
"You put time and effort into 
it," Melton said, "so when you see 
them part, it is kind of sad, but it is 
exciting because 
someboqy wants 
to buy it." 
ALEX BREWER/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Freshman William Thompson shops for parts for a Final Fantasy costume at the Conservatory Theatre's costume sale. 
LOCAL WEATHER 
Today TODAY IN DETAIL Friday High:80° 
Today: Partly cloudy. A stray PARTLY CLOUDY Low:62° PARTLY afternoon thunderstorm is possi-
CLOUDY ble. Winds SW at 5 to 10 mph. Cf Saturday High:90° Tonight: Isolated thunderstorms High: 81° during the evening, then partly PARTLY CLOUDY · low:60° Low:70° cloudy overnight. 
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Distracted driving victim speaks out at event 
FROM Al 
SGA Vice President 
Taylor Lochrane said the 
idea for th~ campaign 
came to him after attend-
ing the Eternal Knights 
ceremony back in March. 
The Eternal Knights 
ceremony honors students 
who passed away during 
recent academic semes-
ters. 
"Seeing the students 
who had passed due to car 
accidents was a tough 
sight," Lochrane said. 
''When you look at texting 
and driving, it falls into 
one of those accidents that 
we can try to avoid." 
Lochrane said that each 
department in SGA 
wqrked on the campaign 
and contributed their own 
personal dJjve toward see-
ing that it was a success. 
To date, more than 600 
students have signed the 
distracted driving pledge, 
according to Lochrane. 
Those who sign the 
pledge commit to not 
engaging in any form of 
distracted driving, includ-
ing texting, e-mailing or 
talking on a cell phone 
without a hands-free 
device. 
Students who signed 
the pledge at the campaign 
received shirts that read "I 
don't text and drive" and 
sunglasses. 
Senior legal studies 
major Calvin Kahn was 
one of many students who 
signed the pledge. 
Kahn said that when he 
does have to talk on the 
phone while driving, he 
' does so while using a 
Bluetooth device. 
Kahn said he limits his 
talking and driving 
because he thinks it is 
important to focus his 
concentration solely on 
driving. 
"Every second counts," 
he said. 
Bluetooth devices 
PHOTOS BY RAMI ROTLEWIU / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
SGA will be tabling outside of the Student Union from noon to 2 p.m. through Friday for students wanting to sign the pledge to not text while drive. 
aren't the only technology 
that students are using in 
the fight to end distracted 
driving. 
NerdWorld, a company 
based out of DeLeon 
Springs, attended the cam-
paign to let students know 
about their safe texting 
application. 
NerdWorld developed 
a safe texting application 
for BlackBerry phones and 
an application for iPhone 
and Android phones is 
also being developed. 
The application pre-
vents text messages from victim of a distracted driv-
coming in until the car is ing accident back in 2001. 
stopped. The application Hugues was crossing a 
allows parents to enable or Casselberry intersection 
-disable outgoing and in her wheelchair when a 
incoming calls. woman ran a red light and 
Lauren Rowe from hit her leaving Hugues 
Local 6 News hosted the · severely disabled and par-
press conference that wel- alyzed on her right side. 
corned speakers such as The woman who hit 
Bo Outlaw from the Orlan- Hugues had been talking 
do Magic, Sen. Lee Con- on her cell phone. 
stantine, Provost Tony "I ain very proactive in 
Waldrop and distracted this because I don't want 
driving victim and advo- any other person having to 
cate Nicole Hugues. deal with what fin having 
Hugues became the to deal with," Hugues said. 
Hugues now relies on 
an assistant to help her 
with simple tasks during 
the day. 
"I take busses, I'm 
active, I don't let my dis-
ability get in the way, but it 
is becoming harder to do 
so because people are tex-
ting and not paying atten-
tion," she said. 
Lochrane said he hopes 
to reach out to all students 
in the state of Florida, 
including those at other 
universities, and encour-
age them to work toward a 
"i "' FREE iiiii zero 20-oz. Coke Zero 
with purchase of I I 20-oz. Coca-Cola product item Target accepts one manufacturer and one Target ® coupon per item. Void ij copied, scanned, transferred, purchased, sold or prohibited by law. ltem(s) may not be available at all stores. Quantities limited; no rain checks. Maximum ret ail value$1 .79 forfree 
item 271/90/0279. No cash value. 
similar type of campaign. 
"My No. I goal is that 
every student walks away 
from the. campaign know-
ing 'maybe I shouldn't 
answer. this text message 
while I'm driving, maybe I 
should wait until I come to 
a stop.'" 
SGA will be tabling in 
the union from noon-2 
p.m. until Friday for stu-
dents who wish to sign the 
pledge. 
The pledge can also be 
accessed online at 
ucfsga.com. 
.. 
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New station gives department 3 holding cells 
FROM Al 
gy efficient. 
One of the major 
improvements is the three 
holding cells in the facility. 
The old station had none. 
Regarding the parking 
lot, the new spaces are 
tighter, but the depart-
ment no longer has to 
share with the Physical 
Plant, and the parking lot 
.,,, is. now enclosed, officer 
\ Jeannette Emert said . 
./ Williamson said that 
' the hallways are wider in 
the new police station, the 
offices and rooms bigger 
and that the new facility is 
state of the art. 
''We can walk down the 
hallway now without 
squeezing by each other," 
Williamson said. 
Many rooms, including 
the training classroom in 
the new building, are 
more than double the size 
of their counterparts in 
the old station. 
The facility features 
added conference rooms, 
multiple interview rooms, 
a debriefing room that can 
also be used for press con-
ferences and public rest-
rooms, something that the 
old station lacked. It also 
has a carport where patrol 
cars can be serviced, with 
a mechanic on staff. 
The new police station 
houses roughly 100 offi-
cers and staff, said 
Williamson, and, more 
importantly, has room for 
growth. 
One of the rooms, 
which is already being 
turned into an office, was 
designed to serve as a 
storage space or an extra 
office. 
Key cards are used for 
access to different parts of 
the buildings. Things like 
patrol cars are checked in 
and out using a fingerprint 
identification system. 
In an effort to be more 
eco-friendly, all the rooms 
. in the new facility self-
adjust for when no one is 
in them, affecting the AC 
and the lights in order to 
conserve energy. There 
are also recycle bins locat-
ed throughout. · 
The new building has 
applied for LEED certifi-
cation which will take six 
to 12 months to process, 
and Williamson is hopeful 
they can, achieve a gold 
rating. 
Williamson explained 
that in addition to making 
officers' jobs easier, which 
in turn makes the campus 
safer, the new building is 
also more ''user-friendly." 
In addition to the pub-
lic restrooms, there is a 
large lobby area and an 
adjacent fingerprinting 
room, with finger print 
requests being a service 
used by many students. 
That service is free for 
students and faculty. 
All these upgrades 
could also make campus 
safer in another way, also. 
Williamson said that 
the new facility will likely 
be used for recruiting new 
additions to the police 
department, to "get the 
quality of applicants 
we've always been looking 
for." 
One of the many ways 
the new police station 
may hopefully lead to a 
safer campus. 
PHOTOS BY RAMI ROTLEWIU / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Sgt. Troy Williamson, above, gives a tour of UCF Police Department's new station on Tuesday morning. The new facility will 
give more room to a department that cramped in it's old offices and offers a local dispatch center, top, for UCF 911 calls. 
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Cancer research, CREOL among the granted 
I FROM Al 
the realm of healthcare. 
to the New Florida Initia-
tive website, the drug 
appears "to be more-effica-
cious and better tolerated 
in patients whose tumors 
contain abnormally high 
levels of p-STAT3." 
The project was award-
ed a $200,000 grant. 
scatter light very intensely 
and can detect cancer 
quite easily;" said Dr. Qµn 
Huo, associate professor of 
nanoscience technology, 
of the project that was 
awarded $75,000. "This 
detection is based on the 
scattering property of the 
nanoparticles." 
for researchers and five. to 
six years for the product to 
be developed for commer-
cial use. 
"This [grant] will help 
move the product toward 
development," Huo said. 
"We've already developed 
the technology, now w~ 
need to develop the prod-
uct." 
According to Tom 
O'Neal, the associate vice 
president of the Office of 
Research and Commer-
cialization, they've devel-
oped a fiber optic sensor 
that can detect how thick 
or thin a1person's blood is 
in real time. 
O'Neal said that this 
sensor woµld speed up 
, The first project, led by 
: associate professor in the 
: Burnett School ofBioined-
' ical Sciences · Dr. James 
-, :i'urkson, is an anticancer 
: drug that targets a protein 
' (p-STAT3) which, accord-
: ing to Turksoh's research, 
: can lead to the formation 
: of various cancers in the 
breast, pancreatic, 
• prostate, lung and colon. 
This . drug therapy 
inhi'ISits the formation of 
, the protein and, according 
Another research proj-
ect that deals with cancer 
was done in conjunction 
with Nano Discovery Inc. 
in Research Park and uses 
particles of gold to diag-
nose and detect cancer. 
"The key thing is the 
gold nanoparticJes. They 
Huo said the technolo-
gy is being developed in 
two ways: for either 
researchers to use and for 
commercial use nation-
wide. She expects that it 
will take two years for the 
product to be developed . 
The third healthcare 
project to receive funding 
comes from CREOL and · 
its partnership with 
Spekodyne Corp., which is 
also 'located in Research 
, efficiency in emergency 
situations. Instead of,wait-
ing 20 minutes for a blood 
sample with a patient in ' 
serious condition. this sen-
sor would give blood 
results instantly. Park. . 
I 
i Band shares stage with big metal groups 
' FRO~ Al 
The 24-year-<;>ld drum-
. mer has done his best to 
baiapce the responsibilities 
of playing in a band with 
those of being a student. · 
'"There are times when 
it can be \pretty hard to 
, manage," Lane said. 
"You've got to look at it all 
( weelc by v.leek." 
, · At one point, Lane was a 
~ full-time student who was 
~: holding down two jobs and 
· playing in two bands. To 
keep up with this frantic 
KATIE DEES/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Tanner Lane, 24, is a junior marketing major by day and a drummer for the 
local metal band Abdomen Canvas by night. . 
schedule, he would use an As a.result of Abdomen cant chunk of his school 
- old-fashioned calendar Canvas' hard work, they schedule, playing -the 
and mark down all of the have shared the stage with drums and improving his 
: dates of his weekly job several national and songwriting ability. 
schedule, band practices prominent metal bands In October of last year, 
' and academic reminders such as Born of Osiris, the band released their EP 
, such as assignments and Wretched, Bleeding "Fed to the Abyss," which 
tests. Through, Satyricon and showcases much of Lane's 
"Not gonna say it was Deicide. · drwnming ability and the 
easy, but it definitely Sanchez Sisters Promo- overall ferocity of the band 
' helped like nothing else," - tions, co~prised twin sis- Lane's brother, Cory,· is 
, Lane said ''I made sure to ters Stephanie and also maintaining a juggling 
, put iton the wall in front of Suzanne, are responsible act ofbeing a student at the 
my desk, so I was forced to for giving Abdomen Can- east campus · of Valencia 
; look at it every day.'' · vas many of these opportu- Community College while 
: Now, with a lighter njties to play with bigger taking on guitar duties for 
i schedule as a part-time bands and gain exposure. Abdomen Canvas. 
: . UCF student with jobs at Stephanie Sanchez, "I think Tanner does a 
Boston Market and who is studying forensic pretty good, job of balanc-
Smokey Bones, he has no science at Brevard Com- ing for all the stuff he has to 
trouble attending one or munity College in addition do," said Co,ry, a sopho-
two band practices every to being- a promoter, more history major. ''It's all 
week and ;mywhere from admires and relates to Lane 1 about managing your spare 
three to five shows a for taking up the challenge time:' . 
month. , of music and academics. Lane believes that Corr 
about the school he plans to 
earn. a degree from is, the 
metal club. 
Brendan Forte, the presi-
dent of the UCF Heavy 
Metal Knights Clu,b, thinks 
that it's great that there are 
students who are also aspir-
ing musicians. 
''Whether it's through 
formal studying or being 
self-taught, it's a very unique 
form of expression." said 
Forte, who plays bass him:.. 
sel£ 'Words on a page can 
stir something in somebody; 
but not nearly as much as 
music. It's a noble pursuit 
that rll support in any way 
that I can." 
- Forte added how crucial 
it is keep balance in not just 
music and academics, but in 
all things. 
· ''In the pursuit of perfect-
ing your music, you must 
learn to perfect balancing it 
with everything else," Forte 
said ''It can become really 
difficult when one side 
demands more attention. 
like when you have an exam 
' or an important concert. 
Balance is key in any aspect 
oflife:' . 
Recently; Abdomen Can-
vas - purchased a trailer, 
. which they will use to begin 
Over a period of three · "He's definitely ambi- · also does a good job at 
years, Lane has played · tious and really wants to managing his schedule and 
about 150 shows at venues make it," said Sanchez, stated that they are always 
throughout Orlando, as whose twin sister Suzanne reminding each other- of 
well as sb.ows in Tampa is' a UCF student. ''Educa- what's going on with the ' 
and Fort Myers, since tion is very important and band · 
Abdomen Canvas was first there are so few bands that Even though music is 
formed l'.ve worked with who are his true passion, Lane rec-
The band has even students:• ognizes that a degree in 
played Club Firestone, a she also praises Lane marketing will carry 
. well-known . venue in for his superior drumming enough weight to get him a 
downtown Orlando that skills, stating that he is ''the job in the future. 
has hosted countless type of drummer that you ''I honestly just want a 
signed ~etal acts. More just want to watch because job that will get me by;" 
often than not, however, ofhisgreatstyle." · Lanesaid''Iknowthatalot 
you'll probably: find the Citing his drummfug of people don't have the 
band rampaging at venues · influences as John Bonham opportunity to go to col-
such as The Haven in Wm- and · Jon Rice, Lane has lege, so I really feel obligat-
ter Park and Liquid Scrips · spent 10 years of his life, ed to finish." · 
- in Longwood not to mention a signifi- · One thing Lane likes 
~- - --- - --- - - ---------------~---, 
touting throughout the U.S. 
Along with getting mobile, 
the band has also been writ-
ing and . practicing new 
material 
Stephanie Sanchez sees 
nothing but good things for 
the future of Abdomen Can-
vas and believes that they 
have what it takes to rise up -
-from the underground 
scene; 
''I totally think they'll get 
signed. I've always told 
them that," Sanchez said 
"They are so driven and· 
confident. It's just about 
waiting for the right oppor-
tunity to come." 
Lane also believes that 
Abdomen Canvas has great 
potential for success 
because of their _ability to 
stand out from the rest of 
the Orlando metal scene. 
"Our music is'; very bru-, 
tal, but we also try to write 
catchy songs," Lane said. 
'We make the spngs flow 
very well'' . , 
Despite all of Lane's 
other obligations with 
school and work, he has 
grown accustomed to play-
ing the balancing act. 
~·If you love the art," 
Forte said ''You will make 
time for it." 
This project was 
awarded $65,000. 
The last· research proj-
ect also comes from 
CREOL, this time from its 
partnership with Triple 
Play Communications 
Corp. 
They received $30,000, 
which will go toward 
building a prototype 
transceiver that would 
' allow the Internet to run 
on fiber optics instead of 
electronics. . . 
According to a UCF 
News & Info press release, 
this project would create 
at least 100 high-paying 
jobs in Central Florida. 
However, it will be a 
few years until these proj-
ects hit the marketp~ce. 
According to Barb 
Abney, the director of 
marketing and communi-
cations for the Office of 
Research and Commer-
cialization, it could take 
up to two years for the 
blood coagulability tool 
and one year for the trans-
ceiver to go commercial. 
A~cording to a press 
release on the New Flori-
da Initiative website, the 
criteria for receiving a 
grant include the techni-
cal, financial, organiza-
tional and marketing fea-
sibility of the project; the 
potential of the project to 
create high-paying jobs 
and other business-relat-
ed enterprises; the poten-
tial of the project to 
address the needs of Flori-
da's residents, and the 
ability of the project to 
create competitiveness for 
both the university and 
the state. 
The research projects 
chosen were just four of 
the 10 that UCF initially 
proposed for grant money. 
"I think they look at the 
size of the market, such as 
curing cancer," O'Neal 
said. 
"It's hard to get bigger 
than that, right?" 
.. Vi1iversity of Central 
Florida Area 
This year, Suzanne Kosmas helped pass the Student Aid 
and Fiscal Responsibility Act, which helps students 
receiving financial aid and makes UCF m~re affordable. 
I 
Ask about our UCF Discounted Rates! 
12000 Collegiate Way 
4(}]-277-7676 
CourtyardUCF.com 
11651 University Boulevard 
407-513-9()()() 
ResidencelnnUCF.com 
• 99 Fully Equipped Suites 
• Complimentary Full Breakfast Buffet 
, • Complimentary Social Hour 
M-TH-6:00pm-1:30pm 
• Daily Housekeeping Service 
• .Outdoor Pool, Jacuzzi & Sportscourt 
• High Speed Internet Access 
11801 High Tech Avenue 
407-243-6100 
TownePlaceSuitesUCF.coll!, 
With the Student Aid and Financial Reseonsibility Act1: 
• Your loa.n payments will be capped at 10 pe_rcent of 
your income. Saving students an average of $110 
per month. · 
• Your debt can be forgiven in :10 years if you make 
your monthly payments and work in public service. 
• You can qualify for additional Pell Grant funding in 
the next few years. 
But Republican congressional candidate 
SANDY ADAMS wants to repeal the reforms, 
putting college out of reach .for many of us; 
1 CheapScholar.org, 7.22.10, 2 Repealit.org, 10.25.10 
;. 
-~------------------~~-~~----....,..._,,----~~,...._,...~~,-
NATIONAL 
SPORTS 
WRAP· 
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BASKETBALL 
LeBron, Heat can't overcome 
"Over-rated" chant in Boston 
The Boston fans needed just 45 -
minutes to pronounce their verdict on 
the NBA's alleged new superteam: 
"Over-rated!" 
Mocking Miami in the dosing 
minutes ofthemuch-hyped but 
lackluster deb4t of its new superstar 
trio, the boisteroµs crowd at the TD 
Garden serenaded two-time NBA MVP 
LeBron James and sent him away with 
another loss on Tuesday night as the 
Celtics beat the Heat 88-80. 
Jamesscored21 ofhis31 points in 
the second half and helped cut a 19-
point deficit to three points in the final 
70 seconds. But Ray Allen 'hit a 3-
pointer, and Paul Pierce made a pair of 
free throws to seal it for the defending 
Eastern Conference champions. 
That was bad news for James, who 
lost to the Celtics in the playoffs twice in 
the last three years and finally gave up 
trying to win a champfo_nship in 
Cleveland. After a heavily publicized 
courtship, he joined Dwyane Wade and 
Chris Bosh with the Heat and created a 
team that was favored to win a 
championship - and bated 
everywhere but Miami. 
But the Heat fizzled in the debut of 
their-superstar threesome on Tuesday 
night, scoring just nine points in the 
first quarter and falling behind by 15 at 
halftime. That's when James took over 
'-the way he was forced to so many 
times in Cleveland. 
· "It's going to take time, and we 
understand that;' James said. "I think 
right now it's a f~el-out process. It 
almost felt like we were being too 
unselfish, trying to get each other into 
the game:· 
Pierce scored 19 points, Rajon Rondo 
had 17 assists and Kevio Garnett had 10 
points and 10 rebounds for Boston. 
James scored·1s points in the third 
quarter; making 2 of3 from 3-point 
· range asan outside threat and 5 of6 
from the line after picking up fouls on 
drives to the basket 
Arenas to miss Thursday 
game vs. Magic • 
Gilbert Arenas will miss at least the 
· first ty-.,o regular-season games fo.r the 
Washington Wizards with a strained · 
, tendon in his right ankle. · 
Arenas was in a walking boot and 
missed his fourth straight practice 
Wednesday. Wrzards coach Flip 
Saunders said Arenas will be-
reevaluated by doctors but will be out 
Thursday at Orlando and Saturday at 
Atlanta. . . 
"He's definitely not going to play . 
these two games;'Saunders said. "We'll 
evaluate and hopefully both of these 
days in the boot will let that, right now 
the tendon is inflamed, we got to get 
that thing to settle down. Once it 
settles down and some ofthat fluid 
gets out ofit he's going to have a better 
chance at playing." 
- Arenas injured the ankle during 
training camp, then iater missed two 
preseason games with a strained right 
. groin. He is attempting to come back 
from last season's SO-game suspension 
for a felony gun conviction. 
' 
Arenas again did not talk to reporters 
after Wednesday's practice. But 
teammates said publicly that Arenas . 
will be sorely missed. 
-ASSOCIATED PRESS . 
_, 
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DCF vs. East _Carolina preview 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
After an overtime win against in-state rival NC State on Oct. 16, the East Carolina Pirates head into Orlando for a match with the Knights. The winner will control !heir destiny in the East Division. 
Knights still winning, 
fans still not coming 
In theory, a home-
coming game should be 
a sellout, -regardless of 
who your school plays. 
A homecoming game 
is more than-just-a game; . 
it is a celebration of the 
school and its tradition, 
of the campus communi-
. ty, and the athletics 
department as a whole. 
Unless your team 
plays in, a stadium that is . · 
oversized for your pro-- · 
gram, there should be a 
body in.every seat. I_{ a · 
stadium seating 45,000 
spectators ,at one of the 
largest schools in the 
nation is oversized, then 
the program is in trouble. 
In fact, there are plans 
in the not-too-distant 
future to expand the 
seating by adding an 
upper deck. If Saturday's 
attendance 'Y35 any indi-
Basabal 
I 
STEVEN RVZEWSKI 
· Guest Columnist 
cation, why bother? 
The announced atten-
dance was 38,151, but that 
l)ardly seems accurate. 
Like the homecoming 
game last year against 
then-ranked Houston, 
there were vast stretches 
of empty seats. 
. UCF fans all want this 
to become a big-time 
program. But big-time 
programs also have big-
time followings: the kind 
that, rain or. snow (never 
PLEASE SEE DOMINATING Ot-1 AB 
ECU _showdown has (-USA title implic~tions 
NICOLE SAAVEDRA 
Football beat writer 
When the Knights take 
the field against East Car- • 
olina on Saturday, there 
will ~ more at stake than 
control of Conference 
USA'.s East Division. . 
For some players, such 
as redshirt senior Chance 
1 Henderson, it's their last 
chance to capture an elu-
sive victory against the 
Pirates. 
The Knights (5~2, 3-0 in 
C-USA) haven't beaten 
the.Pirates (5-2, 4-0) since 
2005 and-are 1-8 in the 
overall series. 
"When you have a· 
team · that's beaten · you 
[four] years in a row, it 
does leave a sour taste in 
your mouth. never getting 
that victory," Henderson . 
said. "Everybody knows 
the . importance of this 
game. We know the 
importance as players, and 
we're putting in the extra 
,. 
NEWS··& NOTES 
) ~ 
HARVEY OUT FOR SEASON . 
Despite originally hoping to be 
back in time for the late-season 
sched4le,junior running ba9( 
Brynn Harvey has been given a . 
medical redshirt. Harvey tore his 
ACL in the spring and has been 
replaced by Ronnie Weaver as the 
Knights' starting RB. . 
time as needed," 
. UCF and East Carolina 
enter this .week's contest 
with undefeated confer-
ence records. The two 
teams have also been con-
sistent contenders in the 
hunt for division and con-
ference championships. 
· They've combined to 
win the past three confer-
ence ch~pionships ~d 
fow;- of the past five East 
Division titles. 
East Caroli.pa is coming 
off a 37-10 win · again,st 
· NALL GETS C-USA HONORS 
Defensive end Darius Nall was 
named Conference USA Co-
Defensive Player of the Week 
after his perfonnance against 
Rice o·n Saturday. The junior 
linem~n had six tackles, 25 sacks 
and a forced fumble inthe41~ 14 
rout of the Owls: 
Marshall last week. 
Pirates quarterback 
Dominique Davis 'threw 
for 208 yards and two 
touchdowns. The Pirates 
threw 47 times a~t 
Marshall, something 
UCF's defense will try to 
combat. 
• • I • 
"He's a great passer and 
a tall kid, so· obviously he 
has . that range and lever-
age," Henderson said "He 
can run as well, so having 
PlEASE SEE BALL ON AB 
I. 
Leading off:Series preps for ·Omaha · 
JASON CROOK entering his third season as the Knight's manag~ 
Staff writer er. '"That's the way it's going to be as long as-I am 
the coach around here. We are going to do 
_ When Knights baseball players showed up everything in our power to get there, that's the 
for last Wednesday afternoon's Game One of goal'' 
the Black and Gold World Series, they were sur- . That attitude has spilled over from the head 
:prised to see a giant '.1,430' painted in the grass coach and infected tlie rest of the team. • 
in front of the home dugout. . "The goal is nothing less than c0mpeting to_ 
1,430 being the number of miles from Orlan- _ · go-to Omaha," said senior pitcher Brennan DQb-
do Omaha, Neb., the site· of June's NCAA World bins, who .started game one of the series for the 
Series. Black team. "Since coach Rooney has been here, 
The Knights took their first steps on the long that's the goal every single year. They didn't put 
road to Omaha last week at Jay Bergman Field 1,430 on the side of the field for nothing: Every-
with the best-of-three intrasquad scrimmage. ' one believes in that and that is why we come out 
The Black team defeated the Gold team 5--0 in here everyday:' 
. the decisive third game Friday night. . After the losses ofUCF record~holders Chris 
. The focus, however, was on June games in Duffy and Shane Brown, both of whom were 
Nebraska, not October games in Orlando. taken in this year's MLB First.:Year Player Draft, 
"Everything we do here we do to put out- the fall camp has focused on the transition to a 
selves in position to g~t to the College World 
Series," said head coach Terry Rooney who is PLEASE SEE TOUGH oN A?' 
KATIE DEES / CENTRAL FlDRIDA FUTURE 
Sophomore Dar'nell Sweeney and the Black squad. beat the Gold 
team 5-0 Friday to win the Black and Gold World Series. 
\ 
. ( 
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Women on cusp ·of title; men roll vs. Stetson 
Women's soccer against Southern Miss. 
The women's soccer Once again, the Knights 
in a pass from Brianna 
Schooley for her third goal 
of the season in the ' 30th 
minute. Forward Nicolette 
Radovcic scored her sec-
ond goal as many games 
early in the second hal£ 
team is one game away outshot their opponent by a 
from its second consecutive wide margin. this time 
Conference USA title after . holding a 23-6 edge over the 
beating SMU 3-0 on Sunday Mustangs, including 14-2 in 
afternoon. the second hal£ 
The victory, which UCF (12-3-3, 7-1-2) · Now the attention turns 
to Friday night against the 
Golden Eagles. 
extended the Knights' jumped out in front early 
home unbeaten streak to on, when forward Kim 
nine games, gives them sole Newsome headed one past 
possession of first place in SMU goalkeeper Courtney 
the conference and a · Webb in the second minute . . 
chance to clinch the title Kristina Trujic increased 
Friday with a win or tie the lead when she headed 
It will oe Senior Night at 
the UCF Soccer Complex, 
and the seniors will be look-
ing to end the regular sea-
son by celebrating- UCF's · 
~. 
Tough to replace Duff 
FROM A6 
group of younger players, 
and the Black and Gold 
World Series was an 
opportunity to showcase 
the roster's talent. 
"The year that Duffy 
had was one of the greatest 
years in the•history of col-
lege bas!;ball and Brown 
was an All-American so 
ypu can't replace what 
those guys .did statistic · 
wise and;l~dership wise," 
Rooney said. ''How you do 
it is the returning players 
have to be better, that is 
how xo';l get better as a 
t~ and JJ~el like our 
gws d~finitely got better:• 
_ 1 Junior Beau Taylor.was 
iq$um:ental in the Black 
t~s offense, cranking 01Jt,two dobbles in the first 
~e "and fip.ding ways to . 
g~_on, base all_ series. The 
catch.er fro:tb Rockledge, 
~ -f)!lished; last year oh a 
21-game hit streak, and will 
be a key player in the 
Knights' offense. 
_ "It's _ been a great fall. 
Everyone seems ' to be 
bonding and I like the 
chemistry w_e are build- _ 
ing;' Taylor said ''.All of our 
- younger guys are leading 
KATIE DEES / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The Black team won the Black and 
Gold World Series two games to one. 
now. They seem to know 
what to expect-now after 
the first year and they have 
come back better and 
more vocal and are getting 
into the leadership role." 
Along with the fresh-
men and.' sophomores 
making the jtqnp this year 
into team leadership roles, 
the Knights quietly pulled 
in a fop-20 recruiting class 
for the second· year in a 
row. 
''I think it shows that we 
have bolstered the talent 
level in this program in all 
areas," Rooney - said. 
''We've added depth. espe-
cially in our pitching staff. 
GQing into the offseason, 
that was our·No.-1 area of 
focus for us, and we defi-
nitely got .better on the 
mound" ' 
Rooney's recruiting 
hasn't gone umtoticed , 
among the older players in 
the locker room 
"It'6 Rooney, these are-
all his guys," Taylor said. 
"He · gets guys and he 
expects them to come in 
and throw strikes right 
away. And they can throw 
strikes and throw it hard" 
It might be Rooney's 
pitching recruits that are · 
the future, but it was sen-
iors Nick Cicio and Chase 
Bradford who combined· 
for the shutout victory in 
Friday's game to clinch the 
series for the Black team. 
"Fall practice has gone 
really well and it has gone 
so much smoother 'then in 
the past, and credit to all of 
these returning guys·for 
-niaking that · happen," 
Rooney said. "There is a 
comfort level now with 
this team and _what we're · 
doing and it was good to sit 
back and stay out of the 
guy's way during the Black 
and Gold World Series this 
week" 
.. , ~ 
' ~~ ~ 
You don't · 
. Ca11 ·t~e · plays.• 
·vou. can't 
control the.-gam,e. 
·1t sports betting is negatively impacting 
you dr someone you know, call 
I • 
. . -
fourth conference title in 
six years. 
- JAMES BENNETT 
Men's soccer 
The No. 18 UCF men's 
soccer team got a pair of 
late goals used a dominat-
ing performance on both 
halves of the field to defeat 
Stetson 2-0 on Tuesday 
night at the UCF Soccer 
Complex. 
· The Knights (10-2-2) are 
unbeaten in their past nine 
games, and with a victory 
over the Hatters (8-5-1) con-
tinued their dramatic turn-
around from a tough 2009 
campaign when ·they man-
aged six wins all season. 
"It was a hard-fought 
game," head coach Bryan 
Cunningham · said in a 
release. "Stetson is a good 
opponent, and I'm pleased 
that our players were up to 
the task:' 
. ALEX SCHIERHOLTZ / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Freshman Kristina Tr\Jiic scored her third goal of the season in the 30th minute in 
a 3-0 win over SMU on Sunday afternoon. 
Junior Cameron Cook- · 
sey put the Knights up 1-0 in 
the 78th minute when he 
finished off a cross from 
sophomore Luiz Yamashita 
near the goal-line. 
It was Cooksey's fifth 
' 
goal of the year. ·-
UCF struck again in tl_ie 
last minute of play, taking 
advantage of a pressing 
Hatters duh desperate for 
the tying goal _ , 
Yamashita beat the Stet-
son defense and blasted a 
shot past the diving Stetson 
goalkeeper with just 35 sec-
Silver Spurs Arena. in association with 
Greylock LLC presents~.'.' Tickets on Sale 
now starting at $25.00 at all Walmart Stores 
. and all TicketMaster locations. 
WEFMMA.coM= 
onds left in the game. 
The Knights play their 
final C-USA home game 
Friday at 5:30 p.tn. against 
UAB. 
UCF currently sits one 
point behind SMU for first 
place in the conference 
-standings. 
-JASON CROOK 
~ OOfilif-tmu,-..,.:fi--,1@..,_il 
www.ticketmaster.com 
www.ohpark.com 
- .,_ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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.. ea· golf , 
Eason, Arendell card top-20s at Isleworth 
MIKE BALDUCCI . 
Sports Editor 
, ments into his college route to a 230, Junior Brad 
career, has already notched Schneider carded a 236 
a win (at the Adams Cup of with two rounds of 80. 
After tlrree rounds in Newport), and earned a tie Although the ICI was 
Group announced this 
week that UCF will co-host 
the event next year. The 
2011 ICI, played from.Oct. 
23-25, will be the eighth 
annual installment. 
The Knights previously, 
hosted the tournament 
from 2004-2007, until 
Texas Tech took the reigns 
in 2008. 
. golf course," Wallor' said. 
"They could host a major 
profes!;lioaa) golf tourna-
ment here ··- It's just hard 
Tiger's · backy;rrd, the for 11th at Islewortb. hosted by Texas Tech, who 
Knights came away from: Wallor noted that Eason · finished 7th, the Tavistock 
the premiere golf tourna- Pl'.Obably never played on . 
Nicole Saavedra con-
tributed to this report 
ment in college with a 10th- greens as fast as Isleworth's · 
place finish among 15 of the after living in England until ' 
qation's top teams. coming to UCR . 
. . , UCF posted a 43-over Aside from a rough 80 
907 in the Isleworth Colle- in the first round, junior · 
giate Invitational at Isle- Connor Arendell posted a 
· worth Country Club. 223 to tie for 16th. After his 
Alabama, led by the first-round 8-over, the 
star-trio of Bud Cauley, Kni~ts· top performer this 
BoQby Wyatt and Hunter year shot a tournament-
Hamrick, shot 8~ to win best 67 . in the second 
the tournament. round. Oniy Tennessee's 
. Freshman Greg Eason Robin Wmgardh and Flori-
took top honors for the . da's Bank Vongvanij came 
Knights with a 5-over 221 -close to Arendell's low 
"He hit ~me very good, score, both posting 68s. 
very aggressive golf shots," "Obviously, 80 ... is just 
he.ad :oach_ Bryce Wallor . something [Connor will] 
~aid. I_ ~ ·. the l:llo~t do not more than ons:e in 
1mpress1ve thing for !-'tlm IS an entire calendar year," 
when he made a mIStake, Wallor said, "but the 67 is 
how mentally tough he what we've seen out of him 
was, , how focused he ali fall He's a tremendous 
stayed He didn't get upset talent." , 
or get down on himself." Senior Nuno Henriques 
Eason, j_ust three tm.irna- . had two rounds of 76 en 
:, , MANDY GEORGI/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
' freshman Greg Eason took top honors on the Knights' squad, posting a 5-over 
· 221 to tie for 11th atthe lsleworth Collegiate Invitational. · · 
"This is a championship 
Ball control will be key vs. ECU 
. . ' 
.. 
FROM A6 olina, UCF has turned the ball over 
15times. 
'tQ contain him is definitely some-' 
thing we're focusing. on this week 
and getting solid, in coverage." 
The Pirates have recorded eight 
interceptions this season but have 
allowed at least 400 yards of offense . 
The Knights defense, . which 
ranks in the top 10 in both total 
defense and scoring defense, wil). be 
put to the test against the Pirates. 
in six games. · ~ ... ~ 
Their passing defense is ranked 
· 10 in the conference and their run 
ECV has gained at le~t 425 yar.ds 
of total offense four times this sea-
son and have the ability to turn short 
passes into big plays. 
defense is ranked eighth. 
'East Carolina's defensive short-
comings ~ould mean big things for 
quarterback Jeff Godfrey. , , 
Godfrey is tied with Daunte 
Culpepper for the most rushing 
touchdowns b.y a freshman quarter-
· "They take quick throws and they 
make plays," head coach George 
O'Leary said "They don't necessari~ • 
ly throw the ball deep a lot, but they 
throw short, and it ends up being a 
big play because of missed tackles or 
athletic ability." 
back in a season at UCF. 
EMRE KELLY / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Josh Linam racks up a tackle in the Knights' 
blowout against the Rice Owls on Saturday. He has five rushing touchdowns 
through.seven games. · · · · 
This week, Knights have been . 
placing extr.a focus on eliminating 
the turnovers that have plagued 
them against East Carolina. In their 
past four contests agairtst East Car-
Although this week's matchup 
certainly lias conference inlplica-
tions, to O'Leary and his squad, it's 
just another week iri a string of 
impqrtant games. · · 
· . ''They're ;ill big [games].- I think 
this game will put someone in the 
driver's seat;' O'Leary said. 'We've . 
still got a lot of.football left.to play in 
our conference, and we have a lot of 
good conference. games coming up · 
in the next month and each one is 
going to be importanL ... You control 
your own destiny." 
Is dominating C-USAtooboring? 
FROM A6 
mind a beautiful and . 
sunny Florida day in 
October), support their 
team. The kind that don't 
. leave·early because their 
team is doing exactly 
what.the fans asked them 
to: destroy an opponent. 
Sure, the Knights were 
playing a struggling Rice 
program in a game they 
were expected to win 
handedly. 'It certainly 
laded suspense. 
But that shquldn't mat-
ter on a few fronts. First, 
a homecoming game 'is 
about s~ool pridf. . 
,. ·;Even if the K:oj.ghts 
were .playing ail obscur~ 
· Division Il opp_o:q.ent 
· from Moilt~t·would- · 
i~ n't matter. Ahpmecom-
.' ing game is about the . 
' Black and Gold And 
while Rice is bad, the 
team upset Houston on 
Oct.16. 
The Knights entered 
the game with a solid ~2 
record, right off the heels 
of back-to-back wins by 
35 and 21 points, respec-
tively, oil ESPN. Sure, the 
expectations were high 
for this season and a lot . 
. of fans hoped the Knights 
would have been 5-1 or 6-
. 0 going into the contest, 
but therein lies one of the 
biggest problems with a 
decent portion of this 
program's fan base: 1 
heighten.ed expectations, 
realistic or not, dictating 
interest and intensity. 
UCF has won one · 
Conference USA champi-
onship. One. 
So why does it seem 
like· an afterthought for 
this program to win 
another. The Knights are 
by no ineans the class of 
· C-USA, and what fans · 
seem to fail to realize is 
that before UCF can be a 
national power; the ' 
~ts have to be the 
b~~"in'the-sinall 
C-BS-A pond. There's no 
· getting ar0und it. 
The problem is fans 
don't a,ct l,ike winning the · 
. . conference is enough, 
and as we·see time and 
-again, don't-seem inter-
estec;l in seeing home 
games against conference 
opponents. BCS oppo-
nents have no problem 
· selling out the Bright 
:Souse, but UCF must sell 
out gllllles against C-USA 
teams, too. . 
Never mind that the 
only way for the ~ghts . 
to get to the Liberty , 
Bowl; and a chance to 
play an SEC team, is 
,. 
through conference play. to fmd their way into 
And then there are their respective stadiums. 
those fans who did show UCF fans should wonder 
up, but left early because why, at mas"Sive tailgates 
their teani is doing too spanning all over campus, 
good a job of winning. fans seem to get lost on 
The smothering the march to the stand!i: 
defense wasn't letting Aside from _self-
Rice score enough, appar- destructionagainst 
-ently. The offense, excit- · Kansas State, the Knigh!5 
ing for the first time in · have delivered all seaspn, 
years,led by a dynamic . doing exactly what-good 
freshmari quarterback teams do. That is to say, 
named Jeff Godfrey, was they're doing their job. 
scoring too many points: , Saturday, the Knights 
· I can understand leaving face East Carolina in ·a 
a little early in the fourth huge game. It will almost . 
quarter to beat traffic, but · certainly decide who 
};>ailing at halftime when wins the East Division of . 
Y'OUJ.'. team is dominating C-USA . 
•justim.eans you don't real- . The Knights received 
ly care. ' votes for the Top 25 this -· 
A big-time fan bi15e, week, and with a win 
and those who·did stick over the higher-ranked · 
around for the duration Pirates, UCF could take 
of the,game, would have another step towards 
been curious. to see how being ranked for the first · 
newly appointed ba~kup~ time in program history. 
L.D. Crow and Nico Flo- They're not playing USF, . 
res would perform. Miami, Texas or even 
Thousands tailgated N.C. State. But t:J:{ey're· 
Saturday, and to that playing ECU, a rival who 
extent, the celebration of has beaten the Knights-
UCF went as planned. four years in a row, in a 
But many didn't make it must-win game. 
into the .game, as seems To this point, the foot-
to be the case for many a · ball team has done-its job. 
day game. Big-time pro- , It's time for the fans of 
grams tailgate ~d drink this program to do theirs 
before games too, and and sell out Saturday's · 
their fans seem to be able gat:1?.e. · 
' ' 
• 
• 
• 
Award-winning.graphic novelist 
-imparts wisdom to captive cro~d 
ROBERT MILLER 1 
. Contributing Writer 
Justin Grusk, a junior psychology ~jor, stood in line 
for about an hour and 30 minutes, holding a 592-page 
graphic novel called Blankets while he waited for an: 
.autograph from an author he never heard of before. 
,, /.'It cost $3190,·tax included;' Grusk said. "But I'in ~e 
it's· going to be a good read. It' s'defiriitely going to fill my 
qay':S tinie for, a while." · . 
Craig Thompson, a graphic novelist and aµthc,r of 
Blankets spoke Tuesday in Room 101 in the Nicholson'. 
· School of Communication building to a packed audience 
mo"Stly con1po.sed of creative writing students. 
. Thompson scrolled through a s.lideshow featuring 
pictures from his life growing tip in~ WISconsin and 
SCiIDS of ro_µgh drafts from his novels . 
., Pl:EASE SEE ·AUTHOR ON. A 11 
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Comedian, El show -
host and author 
Chelsea Handler 
perfonned her 
stand lip at the 
Amway Center on 
Friday as part of her 
Chelsea Chelsea 
Bang Bang Tour . 
·'' 
' ' 
, I 
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We Are Scientists' guide to music, life AISLE sEAT 
· SARAH WILSON . 
Contributing Writer 
We Are Scientists bassist 
and back-up vocalist Chris 
Cain caught up with the 
Future at their concert at the 
Social on Oct. 21. 
He taJks about their new 
record. Barbara, released in 
the U.K. in June, life on tour 
and what exactly it takes to 
be a We Are Scientists fan. 
· Central Florida 
Future: So what are We Are 
Scientists all about? 
Chris Cain: Well I think 
we're a pop band, and we 
write songs that we think 
will be really immediately 
pleasurable and fun to 
watch live. 
Everything else we do as 
. the band - music videos, 
website, our Twittet feed -
we try to make enjoyable in 
a poppy way as well. Not 
just informational ... I think 
we're really cutting edge as 
a band in terms of how 
mu.ch we infuse evecything . 
we do with our band's per-
sonality, not just the songs. 
CFF: . What was the 
inspiration for Barbara? 
Cain: I mean; we're a 
band. we niake music, that's 
why we made the album. 
. But our biggest musical 
inspiration was Weezer's 
Green Album, which was an 
inspiration in terms of its . 
brevity' and poppy-ness .... 
We really wanted to accom-
plish something pretty close · 
to that with this record, and 
we pretty much did that. 
We ended up with a cou-
ple songs that were over 
four minutes, which was a 
little disgraceful consider-
ing the mission, but the 
overall running time still 
made it at around 33 min- · 
utes. 
CFF: How has touring 
changed _for you guys over 
the years? 
Cain: We've become 
'- COURTESY WEARESCIENTISTS.COM 
Chris Cain, the bassist for We Are Scientists, says his bandl m_usic makes it easy for people to determine if they will like it. 
more efficil'!nt in touring; 
we're more kind of fman-
cially responsible in know-
'ing where to spend money 
.. '. so mainly only from a 
business standpoint. We 
haven't really changed what 
we do on stage in any funda-
mental way. Our shows 
from the beginn.iJJ.g have 
been pretty stripped · down 
from any kind of theater or 
any kind of nonmusical 
expression, so that,'s pretty 
much the same. But I think 
it hasn't heeded to change . . 
That's remained really 
interesting for us, it's still 
fun and occupies our ·'· expire quickly, that's ~r-
energy. We don't need to , Qlin].y not part of our goal, 
start using puppets or 'but it;s imperative, I 
lighting otI fireworks. think, that the songs be ' 
very likeable immediate-
CFF: What do you - ly. So I'd say the banjer to 
want the audience to e·ntry to become a We 
leave your shows with? Are Sd~ntists fan is very, 
Cain: Well, I want very insubstantial, it's1an 
them to feel like they got easy band to like unless 
a really passionate per- ·you just don't like .this 
- formance of the songs kind of music, in which . 
that's diff~rent .from the , case you'll realize that 
record. I think the last right off the bat. 
part we· essentially guar-
antee · every , night, 
because we don't play as 
well as the recorded ver-
sion, but I hope we play 
·more exuberantly .and 
hopefully more excitedly. 
CFF: If someone has-
n't listened to We Are Sci-
~tists before, how would 
you describe your band? 
Cain: So like someone 
from another planet? · ... 
Well we defmitely make 
music that's designed to 
please in the short, short 
term. · 
· Hopefully it doesn't 
. ,. 
CFF: How are you 
crowds different when 
you play shows over in 
the U.K. .compared to 
over here? 
- Cain: Well they're big-
ger 9ver there, so there's 
always more energy 
when the ci:owds are big-
g~r. because people feed 
off each other. 
I don~t think the indi- ' 
vidual fans are different 
in any sort of important 
way. Our fans here a,re, I 
think,, just as passionate 
as our U._K. fans, -there's, 
just fewer of theJ:?-
, . 
Courtesy Lionsgate 
SAW3D(R) 
As a deadly battle rages over Jigsaw's 
brutal legacy, a group of Jigsaw 
survivors gathers to seek the support 
of self-help guru and fellow survivor 
Bobby Bagen, a man whose own 
dark secrets unleash a new wave of 
terror. 
Directed by: Kevin Greutert 
Starring: Tobin Bell, Costas Mandylor, Gina 
Holden, Betsy Russell, Tanedra Howard 
Courtesy Rogue Pictures 
MYSOULTOTAKE{PG-13) 
In the sleepy town of Riverton, 
legend tells of a serial killer who 
swore he would return to murder the 
seven children born the night he 
died. Now, 16 years later, people are 
disappearing again. Has t~e 
psychopath been reincarnated as one 
ofthe seven teens, or did he survive 
the night he was left for dead? Only 
one of the kids knows the answer. 
Directed by: Wes Craven , 
Starring: Nick Lashaway, Max Thieriot, 
Denzel Whitaker, Zena Grey, Dennis Bout-
sikaris- · 
Saw 3D: The Final Chapter 
(R) 12:201:00 2:35 3:20 4:55 5:35 7:30 8:10 
10:0010:4512:25am 12:55am 
· Paranonnal Activity 2: The IMAX µperien<e . 
(R) 12:00 2:25 4:45 7:4510:1512:40am 
Paranonnal Activity 2 · 
(R) 1N5 2:55 3:50 5:207:108:2010:50 
12:05am 
Open Captioned ShCW/lfmes 
1:209:35 ' 
Hereafter 
(PG-13) 11;55 4:007:5010:.50 
Jackass 3 in 2D 
(R) 12:35 3:105:308:3010:55 
Jackass3D 
. (R) 12:05 2:30 5:007:4010:10 12:50am 
Red 
(PG-13)12:151:15 3:305:057:208:1510:05 
11:0012:45am 
It's Kind of a F1.1111y Story 
(PG-13) 1:35 5:107:5510:301:00am 
Life As We Know It 
(PG-13) 1:254:107;009:4012:30am 
Secretariat 
(PG) 12:303:25 7:059:5012:40am 
Case39 
(R)10:25pm 
lheSodalNetworl< 
(PG-13) 12:251:10 3:15 4:05 7:158:0010:40 
=:1the Guardians: The Owlsof 
(PG) 1:05 3:40 6:SH:30 
Waiting for Superman 
(PG) 12:40 3:35 7:25 9:55 
WaU Street Money Never Sleeps . 
(PG-13) 1:304:50 8:2511:30 
EasyA 
(PG-13) 12:102:405:258:0510:1012:35am 
. lheTown 
(R) 12:504:15 7:3510:35 
- Listingsfor Friday,Oct.29 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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We Are Scientists thrive at music, not comedy 
SARAH WILSON 
Contributing Writer 
Hypothesis: We Are 
Scientists will put on a 
quality, quirky show at the 
Social in Downtown 
Orlando on Oct. 21 
The duo, Keith Murray 
and Chris Cain, are lmown 
not only for their catchy 
indie pop-rock, but also for 
their witty banter and dry 
humor both on and off 
stage. As their website 
boasts, 'We Are Scientists 
have mastered every area 
of entertainment, but so far 
people only like their 
music." 
This night at the Social, 
that statement reigned 
more true than they proba-
bly hoped. 
The New York-based 
band played a near hour-
and-a-half set, most songs 
from their newest, Bar-
bara. 
The music was fun and 
upbeat; the occasional 
quips and banter in 
between the pair were not. 
On stage with them, in 
addition to their drummer, 
Andy Burrows, formerly of 
Razorlight, was a creepy 
framed oil painting of actor 
Will Smith. 
At first glance, the face 
in the gold frame looked 
more like Martin Luther 
King Jr., but Cain, bass and 
background vocals, made 
it very clear, "This is the 
newest member of our 
band, Will Smith, he just 
joined us in Atlanta, so let's 
make him feel welcome." 
He was certain to men-
tion this fact after every 
song for the entire first half 
of the set and nothing else. 
The first time, the 
crowd laughed. By the fifth 
time, the horse was dead 
"You're not funny!" 
heckled a man standing 
toward the back. 
"No, they're ... hilari-
ous!" replied someone 
closer to the stage. 
Sense of humor was the 
dependent variable in the 
concert experiment. 
The music alone was 
fine; each song had the 
crowd in the pit dancing 
and fist pumping along. 
Older tunes like 
"Nobody Move, Nobody 
Gets Hurt'' and 'The Great 
Escape" from the band's 
2005 record Wtth Love and 
Squalor garnered the most 
applause. "I Don't Bite" 
and "Nice Guy'' from Bar-
bara, got the crowd sway-
ing and singing along as 
well 
Keith Murray, on vocals 
and guitar, showed the 
bands maturity, not only in 
his graying yet trendy hair-
cut, but also in his ability to 
hit all the right notes. Cain, 
with his groomed mus-
tache and old-school glass-
COURTESYWEARESCIENTISTS.COM 
es, did his part on the bass as 
well Their ongoing comedy 
act however, was a broken 
record 
''This song is off our new 
album Will Smith, it's called 
'Big Willie Style,' " Cain said, 
introducing the band's 10 
song refusing to let the joke 
die. 
We Are Scientists ended 
th~ night and encore per-
formance of their song "Cash 
Cow!' 
'Tve been talking a lot, but 
not saying much of any-
thing," Murray sang, the 
lyrics ironically appropriate. 
Conclusion: After watch-
ing We Are Scientists live, it's 
easy to see why they are 
immensely more popular in 
the U.K. Their dry humor is 
somewhat lost in translation 
on this side of the pond The 
infectiousness of their pop-
rock beats and catchy 
melodies transcend, but the 
overall show left more to be 
desired 
The iridie-pop duo We Are Scientists hosted a quirky show at the Social Oct.21. 
Author calls crowd 'sincere' 
FROM A9 
Grusk came to the 
presentation Tuesday 
night because his friend 
invited him. He said he 
appreciated the opportu-
nity to see into the life of a 
critically acclaimed and 
award-winning graphic 
novelist. 
"It was cool," Grusk 
said "It was just a slice of 
his life." 
Thompson took the 
opportunity to describe 
his endeavors in the 
industry of comics while 
explaining the step-by-
step process of writing his 
novels. 
The presentation 
ended with a question-
and-answer session in 
which Thompson gave 
advice to the audience. 
"Get it done:• Thomp-
son said, "and things do 
get done. Finishing is the 
best thing you can do for 
yoursel£ Just finish a proj-
ect." 
Jocelyn Bartkevicius, 
editor-in-chief of The 
Florida Review and an 
associate professor in the 
English department, put 
the event together and 
said she was excited to see 
so many students fired up 
for the presentation. 
"Sure, there are profes-
sors out there who say 
you'll get extra credit if 
you come, but there are 
no professors who said if 
you stand in line for a long 
time and buy a book, you' 
ll get extra credit," Bartke-
vicius said, indicating the 
long line of students wait-
ing for Thompson's auto-
graph. 
Thompson stayed after 
the presentation and 
signed all of his fans' 
books. He even included 
an illustration with the 
signature, which he 
sketched on the spot for 
each person. 
Daniel Mawn, a junior 
creative writing major, 
said he was impressed 
with Thompson's sinceri-
ty when he went to get his 
book signed 
"He pretty much does 
his own thing, which is so 
refreshing," Mawn said. 
"He just does his own 
comics. It' s like what he 
said: He' s not trying to 
appease anyone." 
Thompson has 
released three novels: 
Good-bye, Chunky Rice, 
Blankets, , and Gamet, 
which altogether won 
four Harvey Awards, 
three Ignatz Awards and 
two Eisner Awards. 
Katy Lassiter, a senior 
creative writing major, 
held a, copy of Gamet 
while she waited in line 
for his signature. 
She said she had never 
heard of Thompson 
before that night, but she 
was impressed with his 
presentation when he 
showed the details of his 
creative process. 
"I thought he had a 
really nice rapport with 
the audience," Lassiter 
said "It just made it enjoy-
able to be here and listen 
tohim." 
Thompson said he fin-
ished his latest book, 
Habibi, this past August, a 
book he said is tinged 
with religious and social 
commentary on Islamic 
culture. 
He said his appearance 
at UCF was the first pres-
entation he' s given since 
finishing the book. 
He said he was 
impressed by the stu-
dents' overall reaction, 
and he hoped he inspired 
them. 
"I've done events at 
schools where it seems 
like everyone's just there, 
because they have to be 
' 
there for credit:' Thomp-
son said. "But this didn't 
feel like that. This felt very 
sincere." 
UCF TEST PREP UCFRegiona!Campuses 
Expert . Local. Affordab1le. 
Servin.g the Cen.tral florida CoMtvtL.tni~ 
407.882.TEST www.testprep.ucf.edu 
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OUR STANCE 
In a car? Leave 
your phone alone 
V ery few things are important enough to 
risk your life for, and 
your cell phone definitely 
isn't one of them. 
For those of us walking 
around campus this week, it 
was hard not to notice the 
little black signs posted in 
the grass all across campus, 
but it was nearly impossible 
not to notice the remnants 
of a black car set up for dis-
play near the front of the 
Student Union. 
All of this was part of the 
Student Government Asso-
ciation's "Put Down Ur Cell 
Fone" campaign against dis-
tracted driving. 
The campaign kicked off 
Monday and featured sever-
al events meant to educate 
students about the dangers 
of distracted driving, specif-
ically cell phone use and 
text messaging. 
SGA launched the cam-
paign because the under-20 
age group has the highest 
number of distracted driv-
ers - 16 percent - a num-
ber we would like to see 
drop. . 
"It is important that stu-
dents become educated on 
the dangers of distracted 
driving," SGA Vice Presi-
dent Taylor Lochrane told 
UCF News & Information. 
"Our hope is that this cam-
paign prevents accidents 
that result from distracted 
driving and makes the uni-
versity a safer environment 
for everyone." 
'rexting while driving is 
extremely dangerous. 
According to the Harvard · 
Center for Risk Analysis, 6 
percent of all crashes are 
caused by cell phone use, 
the total number of crashes 
caused by cell phones is 
636,000, which leads to 
330,000 injuries, 12,000 seri-
ous injuries and 2,600 
deaths per year. 
Anyone who has ever 
been in an accident can tell 
you it is a horrible experi-
ence, and for many it may 
even be life-changing. 
Nothing you can say or 
text on a cell phone is worth 
risking your life and the 
safety of those around you. 
Getting behind the wheel 
of a vehicle can be a danger-
ous thing if you're distract-
ed in any way. 
The National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administra-
tion and the Virginia Tech 
Transportation Institute 
found that in about 80 per-
cent of all crashes and 65 
percent of near-collisions, 
· the driver was distracted in 
some way within three sec-
onds of the event. 
These shocking statistics 
apply to even small distrac-
tions, like changing the 
radio station or talking to a 
friend in the back seat. 
When driving, you 
should pay attention to the 
road and your surroundings 
at all times, and if your cell 
phone rings or buzzes, just 
leave it be until you come to 
a stop. 
Orlando is a dangerous 
enough city to drive in 
already, the last thing we 
need is distracted drivers 
adding to the number of 
accidents on Alafaya and 
the surrounding area. 
Texting while driving is 
still legal in Florida, 
although it has been out-
lawed in some othe·r states. 
Gov. Charlie Crist had 
planned to sign a ban on 
texting during the 2010 leg-
islation session, but, sadly, 
the session is now over and 
no bill has been signed. 
Had a bill passed, it 
would have been a major 
stride in combating distract-
ed driving. We know many 
of you out there have 
trained your fingers to send 
speedy messages, but think 
of it this way: if you send a 
text for three seconds while 
traveling 40 mph, then 
you've driven more than 180 
feet without looking at the 
road. 
Distracted driving is dan-
gerous and just plain stupid. 
Nothing is so important that 
you can't wait until you're 
safely parked or stopped at 
a stop light. 
We hope you'll heed the 
wrecked car in front of the 
Student Union as a warning 
and stop all your distracted 
driving practices, for your 
safety and that of others. 
Have pride for 
your school 
W alking around cam-pus, it's not uncom-
mon to see students 
and faculty with the UCF 
logo across their chest 
Students love showing 
their school spirit, whether 
they be on campus or else-
where. 
But one practice that's . 
become increasingly com-
mon is students wearing the 
apparel of rival schools, like 
the University of Florida or 
Florida State University, 
We think this is something 
UCF students need to stop 
doing when they're on cam-
pus. 
If you go to UCF, you 
should be proud, and by 
wearing a shirt or jersey from 
another school. you abandon 
that pride and instead com-
municate an image of embar-
rassment for UCF. 
We know that for most 
students, the process of 
applying for schools involves 
touring several campuses, 
and while there you may 
have picked up a T-shirt or 
two. 
There's no harm in that, 
but now you're a Knight, and 
you should keep those other 
shirts, cozies, jerseys or what-
ever they may be hidden in 
the back of your closet 
We're not saying throw 
away your merchandise - it 
probably cost you a pretty 
penny; those kinds of items 
are fine for when you're visit-
ing friends at that school or 
on laundry day when you're 
at home and all your UCF 
shirts are dirty. 
We just don't want to see 
students on campus in blue 
and orange or any other col-
ors that aren't black and gold 
UCF is a great school It's 
the third-largest university, 
and it offers amazing pro-
grams for faculty and staff, 
why any student wouldn't 
want to show off the fact that 
they were accepted to UCF is 
truly baffling. 
If students don't have 
pride in UCF and instead 
wear other schools' shirts, it'll 
give outsiders an excuse not 
to take our university seri-
ously. 
Think of the daily tours 
high school students take 
around campus when decid-
ing whether they'd like to 
attend UCF. 
For many of those stu-
dents, it's their first time vis-
iting UCF, and that visit is 
essential for them in deciding 
if they'd like to submit an 
application. 
Do you really want to be a 
ON UCFNEWS.COM WHAT YOU ARE SAYING 
walking billboard for another 
school and possibly be a neg-
ative influence their decision? 
We'd surely hope not 
You also have to consider 
that when you buy a T-shirt, 
or anything else from the 
UCF bookstore for that mat-
ter, 11.5 percent is given back 
to the university to help keep 
down student fees. 
If you bought merchan-
dise from the bookstore at 
another university, chances 
are you helped give money 
back to their school 
UCF students shouldn't be 
supporting other schools in 
any way, our university needs 
all the support it can get, and 
that includes students taking 
pride and sporting the 
school's colors. 
When we see students 
wearing the logo of another 
school, it really is embarrass-
ing, and it makes us question 
that student's allegiance to 
UCF. 
If you're sitting in class 
wearing another school's 
shirt, you better expect some 
dirty looks until you finally 
decide to abandon rival 
apparel for some more 
appropriate digs. 
And know, too, that every-
one looks cute in black and 
gold 
RSO requests on the rise for it out of dues or through a fundraiser, bake sale, etc. 
f; 
Why can't any campus organizations 
hold fundraisers like high school organiza-
tions do? Why do their trips to theme parks 
and chocolate factories have to be paid for 
out of our tuition? If these trips are impor-
tant to the organizations, they should pay 
-ANONYMOUS 
This really isn't news. It's the same thing 
every year. If a club wants funding, put in 
your request early. 
- ANONYMOUS 
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DON WRIGHT / TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES 
Lupus awareness a 
true public service 
When my mother was 
diagnosed with the 
autoimmune disease 
lupus a few years ago, no 
one around me really 
knew what it was. 
nesses, if you or someone 
you know has a combina-
tion of these symptoms, 
you may want to get test-
ed 
I would get these con-
fused, blank stares when 
mentioning it You don't 
see commercials or hear 
about a month dedicated 
to lupus the same way 
you hear about a disease 
like Alzheimer's or cancer. 
AUANAJOHNSON 
In an effort to shed 
some more light on lupus, 
here are some interesting 
facts about lupus from the 
Lupus Foundation web-
site: 
Guest Columnist l Lupus strikes mostly 
The Lupus Foundation of Ameri-
ca has chapters across the country 
and a national website, yet no one I 
spoke to had really heard of it, and if 
they had, they knew very little about 
the illness. 
You can imagine my surprise and 
delight when I recently came across 
a public service announcement 
aimed at educating people about 
what lupus is, what some of the most 
common symptoms are and where 
people can go for more information. 
On the Lupus Foundation web-
site, lupus is defined as a "chronic 
inflammatory disease that can affect 
various parts of the body, especially 
the skin, joints, blood,and kidneys." 
With this particular autoimmune 
disease, the body cannot tell the dif-
ference between invaders, such as 
germs and bacteria, and your body's 
healthy tissues. 
So it creates antibodies that 
destroy the body's healthy tissues 
and organs. 
There are different types of lupus, 
but some of the most common 
symptoms include: extreme fatigue, 
headaches, painful or swollen joints, 
fever, anemia and swelling in feet, 
legs, hands, and/or around eyes. 
Other symptoms include a butter-
fly shaped rash across cheeks and 
nose, sun or light sensitivity, hair 
loss, abnormal biood clotting and 
mouth or nose ulcers. 
Although many of these symp-
toms can be found with other ill-
women of childbearing 
age (15-44). However, men, children 
and teenagers develop lupus too. 
More than 90 percent of people with 
lupus are women 
2. Women of color are two to 
three times more likely to develop 
lupus. 
3. Lupus is not contagious, not 
even through sexual contact You 
cannot "catch" lupus from someone 
or "give" lupus to someone. 
4. Lupus is not like or related to 
cancer. Cancer is a condition of 
malignant, abnormal tissues that 
grow rapidly and spread into sur-
rounding tissues. 
5. Lupus is not like or related to 
HIV or AIDS. In HIV or AIDS the 
immune system is underactive; in 
lupus, the immune system is overac-
tive. 
It is believed that 5 million people 
throughout the world have some 
form oflupus. 
Singer Seal has spoken openly 
about having lupus, and celebrities 
like Will Smith and Jada Pinkett 
Smith have a foundation - the The 
Will and Jada Smith Family Founda-
tion - which contributes significant-
ly to bringing attention to the disease 
and supporting research efforts. 
With increasing support from 
celebrities and non-celebrities, it's 
exciting to think that lupus aware-
ness is finally being brought to the 
forefront and may be getting the 
much needed attention as well as 
funding it needs for research on a 
cure. 
MAN ON THE STREET 
T H E WORD AROUND CAMPUS 
'Did you skip classes 
for homecoming?' 
ANGELA WELCH 
Health sciences pre-clinical, junior 
''Yes, I did. Well, I have a really 
early Tuesday class, and I slept 
through it because we were out 
really late the night before." 
NICK CARDONE 
Film cinema studies, junior 
"No I did not. I only had classes 
two days a week, and they 
require me to watch movies 
that will be on my tests." 
AMANDA GASPELIN 
Miao & molecular bio., sophomore 
"No, because I didn't have any 
scheduled classes during the 
homecoming events. Thank 
God!" 
BRIAN COUVILLION 
Biology, senior 
"No. A lot of them I don't think 
were during the events, and I 
just didn't go to a lot of the 
events." 
(, 
BRANDON NICOLAI 
Environmental studies, senior 
"No, I didn't skip classes for 
homecoming events because 
the UCF swim dub that I'm a 
part of drove to FSU for a meet." 
IAN BEARD 
Computer science, freshman 
"Nope. The only one I went to 
was Spirit Splash, and that was 
after class was over, so I was 
good." 
., 
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suldolku 
@ Puzzles by Pappocom 
Fill in the grid so 
that every row, 
column and 3x3 box 
contains the digits 1 
through 9 with no 
repeats. 
Monday puzzle: 
Easy/eve/ 
Thursday puzzle: 
Hard/eve/ 
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
1 Fatjob? 
5 lntelS!ate exit 
9 See 12-Down 
14 Pararescue gp. 
15 Organic 
compound 
16 Hanker for 
17 Poet who wrote, 
about children, 
"And tt they are 
popular /The 
phone they 
monopular" 
18 Libertarian 
20 ~~a;:C,nge 
cake 
22 Pithy saying 
23 NFL game 
foursome 
24 Finish an 
ascent? 
V Buying outing 
28 Cones and 
prisms 
33 Farm expanse 
35 Tidy up in a 
wood shop? 
38Grads 
41 Sandwich 
request 
42 Untrusting 
43 Floor an 
oppressive 
boss? 
46 _ scripta: 
written law 
47 It's often served 
with lemon 
48 It can be rolled, 
pressed or 
stuffed 
51 Value one's 
vision? 
56 Warrior trained 
by the centaur 
Chiron 
60 It merged with 
AT&T in 2005 
61 Be amazed (at) 
62 Send a star 
pitcher for an 
MRI? 
65 Like pretzels 
66D.C. 
underground 
67 "Rigoletto" 
highlight 
68 Concerning 
69 Dust crops, e.g .. 
70CertainNCO 
71 A library book 
maybe on It 
By Jascha Smllack 
DOWN 
1 Airway termini 
2Stemwith a 
Strad 
3 Noodle topper 
4 Useful 
5 Proved false 
6 "Star Wars" saga 
nickname 
7 Code creator 
8 Fabric fold 
9 Gunter's gripe 
1 O Radio abbr. 
11 300-pound 
president 
12 With 9-Across, 
fairy tale ender 
13 Great American 
Ball Par1< team 
19 Checker's dance 
21 Flying prefix 
25 One of 24 in un 
Jour 
26 Sci-fi writer 
Frederik 
29 Sheltered side 
30 "That's my take" 
31 Desperate 
32 Charon's river 
33 -<la: 
pretentious 
34 Juice: Abbr. 
36 Orch. work 
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Last issue solved 
37 Flirt 
39 NYSE, e.g. 
40 Stride 
44Caustic 
45 Edible part of a 
pecan 
49 Doo-wcp syllable 
50 Like some 
supplements 
52 Building girder 
53 Many Nissan 
autos 
54 Busybody 
55 John with 
Grammys 
56 Green 
dispensers 
57 Wrangler, for one 
58 Copernicus's sci. 
59 Bonus, In 
adspeak 
63 Peke, e.g. 
64 One might be 
bummed, briefly 
Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds 
:es , :a 
November 16TH 
Lake Burton, GA 
No ,Minimum! No Reserve! 
• Luxury Estate - 4 BR, 4/2 BA 
• Elevator, Billiard Rm, Wine 
Cellar, 4 Fireplaces and more 
• Golf, Spa & Sports Complex, 
Lake Access, Security &More 
~~ 
GRAND ESTATES 
AUCTION COMPANY• 
Lake Rabun, GA 
2±.Acre Lakefront Compound 
• Main House, 3 Bedroom, 3 Bath 
• Pavilion with Guest Suite, Great 
Room, Kitchen, & Sun Rm 
• Carriage House, 1 BR & LS BA 
• Tennis Court and Boat House 
call for a FREE brochure 
877-641-2851 
GrandEstatesAuction.com 
i 
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A14 www.CentralFloridaFuture.com 
Discover 
King·4 Abdullah University of Science and Technology 
A research university unlike any other. 
Discover bold, collaborative research initiatives in science, engineering and technology with state-of-the-art facilities, 
globally renowned faculty and students from over 60 countries. KAUST is a merit-based university dedicated to signffi-
cant high-impact research. Embark on a new era of scientific achievement for Saudi Arabia, the region, and the world. 
Scholarships for Science and Engineering students 
Complete a Master's or Ph.D. program with full tuition support, free housing, living stipend, medical insurance and 
relocation support. · 
Applied Mathematics and Computational Sciences, Bioscience, Chemical Sciences, Chemical and Biological Engineering, 
Computer Science, Earth Science and Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Environmental Science and Engineering, 
Marine Science, Material Science and Engineering, Meehanical Engineering. 
Visit the KAUST website for information on Pro9ram Specializations www.kaust.edu.sa 
For more information about applying to KAUST please visit our web site at 
www.kaust.edu.sa 
